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Complete Solution for Poultry

Plasson is a public company, founded in 1963 and is engaged in the manufacturing and 
marketing of high quality equipment and complete package projects for poultry.

Since 2004 Plasson has been successfully offering a complete poultry equipment package to 
integrations and growers around the globe.
Plasson offers specialized unique packages for Floor & Cage Broilers, Pullets, Breeders, Turkeys 
& Poults, Ducks and others, and integrates these packages in houses world-wide, increasingly 
offering steel construction as well from its own dedicated factory.

Plasson designs high quality long lasting equipment ensuring excellent results. Having the 
expertize and understanding of both the growers and birds requirements, Plasson takes a unique 
stand among equipment suppliers, by designing a World-Leading Equipment Package tailored 
to each customer’s requirements and climatic conditions, thus providing high yields and optimal 
economic results.   

Plasson Watering Systems are a complete watering solution from the water source to the 
animal, offering unique products such as the Plasson Grey Nipple with Tray and the famous 
Bell Drinker. Plasson nipples can supply the highest flow on the market ensuring accurate and 
adequate amounts of water for the birds, especially when coupled with Plasson's unique and 
patented Water on Demand Pro system that ensures that the water pressure is adjusted according 
to the actual consumption.  

Plasson's No-Grill Automatic Feed pan is part of the full Plasson Feeding System and enables 
easy access to the feed while preventing feed spillage. Additional features include - Hopper filling 
programming, unique Tee Drop, High Cone and others. All designed to bring the best results.

Plasson's Climate Package includes a wide array of equipment that provide comfortable 
conditions for the birds and energy efficient systems. Plasson has worldwide experience in hot, cold 
and humid climates that ensures that the climate package will be suitable for your requirements. 

The package includes:
   Climate Controllers
   High quality Exhauster and Circulation fans
   Tunnel Doors or Curtains
   Cooling Pads
   Heaters – Cannon, Space, Brooders, Radiant tubes
   Sprinklers / Foggers
   Inlet systems
   Additional components - Electric Cabinets, LED Lighting  



Plasson Breeder package includes all the above equipment and in addition the Plasson Breeder 
nest system – Plassnest, that supports growing with or without slats and a suspension system for 
training at the beginning of the flock and for cleaning the house at the end of the flock.

Plasson is now offering One-Stop-Shop turnkey solutions that include the house structures  
and panels. The special structures are designed for a span of up to 18m. without support in the 
house center.
The structures are lightweight come with predesigned elements for the equipment and enjoy a 
competitive price. Completing the offering are the Plasson Partners, providing construction and 
assembly together with the Plasson support center.

Further information
can be found on our website - www.plassonlivestock.com
or contact us by email on - Poultry@plasson.com 
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